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“EYE OF THE PYRAMID CAPSTONE”
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CAPTION ONE: “Thus did EG White proclaim that the last work would be different than the work
of the church over the last 6000 years: It would be Bible founded. And though that bread,
yesterday’s manna, has lifted the church above the earth, like the Space Shuttle when the fuel of its
booster rockets is to expire, all who refuse to, in midair, climb on board that proverbial shuttle, will,
to their horror, see it jettison away its booster rockets forcing them, yesterday’s non-bible founded
saints, to come crashing back to earth to their eternal damnation. Only those who board the
proverbial shuttle go on to glory; they are the true Christians. ”
CAPTION TWO: “So you see, there is no confining, Christian box requiring therefrom our mental
exculpation and freedom. Christ hid the intricacies of His light for today so as to befuddle the selfprofessed wise and prudent —See Isa 48, Luke 10, Isa 29, etc. Put simply, the benefit of our 2000 year,
Christian trek is the surprise party at the end; accordingly, that which has led us in darkness must
not be rejected. It should not be because, at the end of the trail, the lights are to be turned on and
heaven shocks us with surprise!…”
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This letter is sent to one of my immediate genetic family. My counsel to that member is that the words
of Jesus bring answers to much confusion over the tempestuous storm of ideology which haunts his
mind and has caused him to stray from the Bible training of his youth. To my
youngest son I repeat the Lord’s wisdom when He said, “The Light of the
body is the eye: therefore when thine eye is single, thy whole body also
is full of light; but when thine eye is evil, thy body also is full of
darkness” —Luke 11: 34. To my son, I further counsel that, contrary to
conspiracy theories which have historically spread fear and often times subtle
“darkness”, it is this text which has inspired our founding fathers of this our
secular land to optimistically bless the national seal with a symbolism created
during the European Renaissance, the iconic symbol of the single-eyed
capstone over the pyramid that all can see on the US Dollar. Today, with the
mustard seed, the evil-eye concept of that image is being dispelled as the
unity of the small core of disciples today, the “single eye”, are beginning to
express their light. Also, just as our nation’s dollar has been blessed by —not
a historic trust in Lucifer but— our perfunctory trust “in God”, you too can now, in this document, find
peace from fear of the devil and his conspiracies.
To my dear son Lawrence,
Recently, I have received several communications from you, my youngest son. They reflect the same
argumentative temperament, the same passion for angry debate that your personality manifested in your
late-teen years when you lived at home. More specifically, you would deeply embrace an ideology
because it favored your particular bias of reality and you would do so devoid of the wisdom which
emerges from “the cross”, from the careful cross-examination that comes when alternate or counter
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theories are presented before a judgment is made. Such cross-examination by wisdom has always
heightened resentment within you, and now, as you approach your late 20s, you still bristle from my
countervailing wisdom. My reply to you, being carefully crafted, will be published so that all who
harbor similar half steps to doctrinal resolutions will benefit. This reply may be long but you should
expect no less from a loving dad. Thus do I begin by showing you that
Humility Leads to Freedom~~~~~~~. I must begin by acknowledging that such
an impetuous perspective seems to be a youthful proclivity, but it can also become the cursed vexation
of seasoned adults if they never learn humility, a spiritual quality which even the Christian founders of
America have struggled against all these past 200 years, a spiritual retardation of maturity which has
forestalled the union of the capstone with the Christian pyramid. I will give to you an abstract example,
one that will not attack any of your pet conspiracy theories, one that will metaphorically benefit the full
tenure of this letter, and one that will manifest the need of all to more deeply penetrate claims before
embracing them to their hearts:
The city of Lincoln, Nebraska was named after President Abraham Lincoln. Armed with those
facts and coupled with your style of superficial reasoning, one could frame an argument that the
citizens of that state are all liberal, civil-rights driven abolitionists else why would they name their
capital after Abraham Lincoln? I can envision hordes of oppressed African Americans, after being
deluded by that analysis, foregoing their duty to seek freedom in God and instead making a trek
to that mythically labeled city because they failed to cross-examine such a “dark light”. Yet, though
it may be based on facts and though it may seduce the freedom seeker, such a conclusion is still
premature and greatly flawed. In spite of that, many of your ilk, abstracted from the realities of
history, of time, of life and its conflicting attitudes in America, and of American culture may
become trapped and not freed by that presumptive and inferential conclusion —after all, Abraham
Lincoln did become renowned as the “great liberator” when he abolished slavery, and Nebraska’s
capital has retained his name in his honor.

This example neatly categorizes your approach to argument when you cite historical definitions,
archeological findings, ancient human attitudes and sentiments, etc. In other words, it captures your
fallacies when you attempt to make sense of the present by use of human analysis of the past cultures.
Also, this illustration and its logic shows the trap from which all who suffer from your brand of
analysis, prevalent amongst internet-expressed conspiracies, can never escape unless they divest
themselves of their premature prejudicial slant and heed, indeed humbly seek after, the benefits of crossexamination. Such a call for objective consideration challenges all men because it threatens to dash the
ideology to which they have prematurely wedded themselves. Not unlike an insecure woman who
denies all evidence of a cheating husband as she accepts only his explanations: They too strengthen the
mental bars of their marital entrapment by refusing to hear all countervailing evidence that crossexamination may present. Upon refusing such meekness, foolish men will become frozen by the microelectrical brain-storm that their minds, darkly clouded by their pride, have ignited. This they will
experience, even though their confidence, like yours, is boosted by great intellectual acuity and
historical, encyclopedic facts. Such qualities of the mind, normally considered to be a great asset to
uncover wisdom, will not preclude them from falling into the gaping holes and missing realities of their
logic because of their pride.
Beyond the background elaborations, I must now advance the point. Facts in history as well as in
life are layered as are the levels of a righteously constructed, man-made mountain —“man-made
mountain”, a synonym for a pyramid. Again, Jesus, speaking of such a pyramid, said, as shown more
fully below, that such a house, though it may be well-constructed, will abide in darkness —meaning
none enclosed will have wisdom— unless they have the benefit of the visionary capstone which was
to be elevated above that man-made mountain so as to give it light. Light, seeing your way out of the
“dark” constraints of tyranny, is the key to freedom. It, the singled-eyed capstone represents Christ
—not Lucifer as conspiracy theorists teach— it is Christ in the day when He begins to rest upon His
prophet premier, aka the end-time son of David, aka. Jacob and/or antitypical Moses. No, this
blossoming “son of God”, aka, “son of Man” —Father is the “Man”— is not what theological shysters
have taught: He is not the bastard produced from some over-sexed, mythical space aliens who lusted
after “Scandinavian-looking” women as many misguided students of Genesis, including Hitler’s Aryan
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philosophers, so believed. Again they did so, they presumed upon the existence of their own fantasies
because they locked themselves away from the benefit of cross-examination. The Lord, the same who
orchestrated the creation, said of ancient David’s futuristic son,
“…when thy days be fulfilled, and thou shalt sleep with thy fathers, I will set up thy seed after thee,
which shall proceed out of thy bowels…He shall build an house for my name…I will be his father, and
HE SHALL BE MY SON…Then went king David in, and sat before the Lord, and he said, Who am
I, O Lord God? and what is my house, that thou hast brought me hitherto?” —2Sam 7: 12-14, 18.
“And yet this was a small thing in thine eyes, O God; for thou hast also spoken of thy servant’s
house for a great while to come, and hast regarded me according to the estate of a man of high
degree…” —1Chron 17: 17.

Evidence too vast to express in this letter shows that such was not a reference to Jesus. My point now
is that by the formula of the “son of man” purveying light through the invisible presence of Christ
abiding within him, the son of David, the man who even thought himself to be devoid of special
pedigree, as manifested by his exclamation, “…(thou) hast regarded me according to the estate of a
man of high degree…”, was promised to become the single eye. You well-know that Christ attributed
this light to my office when He said, “…David my servant (shall) have a light always before me in
Jerusalem, the city which I have chosen me to put my name there” —1Kings 11: 36. He further said
that heaven is God’s throne, earth is God’s footstool but, in contradiction to those sites, He said
Jerusalem is to fall under the management of a different power. It, “...Jerusalem; is the city of the
great King” —Matt 5: 35. My house shall become the highest mountain (man-made pyramid), and it will
lighten the earth for,
“…in the last days…the mountain of the house of the Lord shall be established in the top of the
mountains, and it shall be exalted above the hills…And many nations shall come, and say, Come, and
let us go up to the mountain of the Lord, and to the house of the God of JACOB; and he will teach us
of his ways, and we will walk in his paths: for the law shall go forth of Zion, and the word of the Lord
from Jerusalem.” —Mic 4: 1, 2.

Freedom is to come to the world in Jerusalem. This is God’s plan no matter how much oppression may
now exist there. Eventually, the nations will have a free flow to that city, even though it is described
as an up-hill flow, so that they may be taught of God; what a great day of promise, the day when the
humble shall be exalted. What else could be the source of such a blessed day for the earth but the
revelation of Bible light? Hence, rather than casting it aside and rather than cowering in fear of the
prevailing half-baked conspiracies, you must recognize
A Bible Basis for All Reforms~~~~~~~. More of this visionary capstone will be
discussed below. For now, your intellectual demeanor is indeed a youthful propensity, one that requires
strength of character to surmount. You are not the first young person whom I have given similar advice:
I began my theological work as a Davidian teacher in 1977. I went to the Davidian SDA Association
established in Exeter Missouri, at their invitation. The then VP, the late, Sister Jemmy Bingham picked
me up at the Cassville bus station and, in route to their headquarters, I had a similar discourse with her
18-year-old son, Trevor, whom she picked up at the Cassville library to drive us the 14 miles back to
headquarters. He being loaded down with secular research material from non-biblical sources was
likewise argumentative against religion. It was clear that he was unable to integrate the secular writings
that he absorbed; yet, he sought to convince me of the value of his atheistic views. Like you, he doubted
the themes of the Bible, and with cosmetic and sketchy evidence (think of the Lincoln example), he referred
to my biblical doctrines as Christian legends, if not lies. I did my best, at age 23, to dissuade him;
however, he held onto his views and, to the chagrin of his saintly parents, later went off to serve in the
US military. There is good news to this story: Now Trevor is a religious leader of that same
organization. I guess, if time affords, there is still hope for you. But why waste decades descending
and then re-ascending the same mountain of truth? Why not be wise to avoid the painful humiliation
laid up for the rebellious today, humiliations designed by heaven to compel one to surrender his pride
to the Cross so that he may find youthful humility (see Matt 18) and so that he may progress upwardly
and avoid all retrogression, I pounder? What greater humiliation is in store should you harden your
heart today against this appeal, I further wonder? You know that none have ever been able to refute
my work from Scripture; hence, you should likewise realize that your spiritually mal-nutritious
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reference materials that are divergent from the Bible arena can only win the day if the enemy
successfully removes the Bible from your heart. After the years of training in that theological discipline
—you know of EGW’s firm prediction that the last work will exalt the Bible alone as the standard for
all doctrines, hence— you should not seek to impress your mother or me with any findings which
reverse the valued theme of Adventism or, more importantly, the themes of the Bible, and the themes
of your careful doctrinal training at our hands unless you have a Bible basis for your reforms. Such
alternate teachings, in the final analysis, are merely man-made “hills” above which, the prophet Micah
promises, my house shall prevail; it is to be the city of the “great king” therein called Jacob.
If you fail to soften your heart with this appeal, at least I will be able to strengthen others in faith
from your entangled web. This strengthening of the brethren is my mission per the Lord’s counsel at
the end of His ministry when He said the following about the figurative capstone of His pyramid:
“...Simon, Simon, behold, Satan hath desired to have you, that he may sift you as wheat: But I
have prayed for thee, that thy faith fail not: and when thou art converted, strengthen thy
brethren” —Luke 22: 31, 32. I have already dutifully —not egotistically— proven that this reference to
Simon, though spoken to Peter, actually is symbolic and proverbial speech which applies to me, to the
time when I become strengthened. For this reason do I take the risk of being accused of self-exaltation,
a frivolous charge that I need not now seek to refute, as I identify this promise to be the projection of
my calling today.
Yet, I ask, if not the words delivered to us from Jesus’ lips, what other source of light has been
established to preserve our faith, the faith which Satan has sought to divest from us? Can we trust in
intellect? EGW, the 19th century prophetess to the SDA Church, helps us in this answer:
“The days are fast approaching when there will be great perplexity and confusion. Satan, clothed in
angel robes, will deceive, if possible, the very elect. There will be gods many and lords many. Every
wind of doctrine will be blowing. Those who have rendered supreme homage to ‘science falsely so
called’ will not be the leaders then. Those who have trusted to intellect, genius, or talent will not then
stand at the head of rank and file. They did not keep pace with the light. Those who have proved
themselves unfaithful will not then be entrusted with the flock. In the last solemn work few great men
will be engaged. They are self-sufficient, independent of God, and He cannot use them. The Lord has
faithful servants, who in the shaking, testing time will be disclosed to view. There are precious ones
now hidden who have not bowed the knee to Baal…” —EG White, 1882, Testimonies for the Church, Vol
5, p 81.
“None but those who have fortified the mind with the truths of the Bible will stand through the last
great conflict. To every soul will come the searching test, Shall I obey God rather than men? The
decisive hour is even now at hand. Are our feet planted on the rock of God's immutable Word? Are we
prepared to stand firm in defense of the commandments of God and the FAITH OF JESUS? God will
have a people upon the earth to maintain the Bible, and the Bible only, as the standard of all doctrines,
and the BASIS OF ALL REFORMS. The opinions of learned men, the deductions of science, the
creeds or decisions of ecclesiastical councils, as numerous and discordant as are the churches which
they represent, the voice of the majority,— not one or all of these should be regarded as evidence for
or against any point of religious faith. Before accepting any doctrine or precept, we should demand
a plain ‘Thus saith the Lord’ in its support...” —EG White, 1888, Great Controversy, p 594, 595.

EGW concurs with Jesus; He said, “Search the Scriptures; for in them ye think ye have eternal life:
and they are they which testify of me” —John 5: 39. Hence, by her claim of the Bible foundation for
all doctrines in the above references, it shows that she concurs with the Testimony of Jesus, making her
work suitable for my ministry. Ergo, your mother and I are licensed to dismiss the research of men; the
Internet and library explorations; faith in a friend, especially one in whom we have just met; sworn
oaths to dark lights and false pyramids; confidence in men of degrees and letters while ignoring the
teachings of Christ; etc. We can dismiss such sources and accordingly be considered to be prudent and
not ignorant or narrow-minded for, as you shall see, the Bible is an authenticated source of religious
counsel. No other source of theology can give us victory over Satan’s allure as he seeks to enslave by
‘sifting antitypical Peter’s faith as the wheat’? In fact, Jesus, with Christ clandestinely abiding upon
Him, declared that our search of the Scriptures will win for us the correct teaching which will qualify
us to receive eternal life. In so stating, He validated not only His own ministry but also the efficacy of
the OT Bible.
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Your mother, serving as “one” with me, listened to the views of Alex Collier, David Icke, and
Jordan Maxwell, et al, secular men whom you have apparently accepted as your father and have allowed
them to mold your theology/ideology; they offered no appreciable Bible foundation. In fact, though we
know that they are not linked with Christ, we cannot discern what are their actual affiliations? Are they
Masons, Satanists, Jesuits, atheists…who knows for sure!? Such would not even matter if they argued
a particular doctrine from Scripture for all men of defilement, indeed, all leprous men can, through
Christ, change their spots. And since neither they nor any other authors on the Internet even gives such
a promise of everlasting life, then why should any misdirect their path of faith so as to relocate
themselves to their phony city of freedom, their Lincoln, their cold and isolated misnamed capital of
liberation? Would we not be foolish to trade Jesus’ testimony for theirs? Even the misguided casino
gambler, with accursed folly in his heart, plays his cards only at the table that, upon mastery, offers the
reward. How foolish would it be to disdain the Lord’s table when He promises to us the surety of life
only to instead gamble away our hopes accepting merely the smile and the wink of a pretentious
competitor? —men whose hearts and motives have been carefully concealed from cross-examination.
The worse that could happen by our fastidious adherence to the Bible, should we be proven wrong, is
that we all, the faithful and the unfaithful, together fall into the grave. Is not such the fate which all your
sources say is to be man’s destiny? Looking forward in wisdom then, should we not conclude that your
path, since it leads men to the grave without hope, is the work of gross vanity? If you are going to walk
by a theory, why not choose one that promises to raise a man above the grave? Your vanity would be
multiplied to even a higher derivative of futility if you were to, tomorrow, pull a Trevor Bingham and
do that which the Bible promises: That is, after years of wrongly influencing others, make a “U” turn
and revert back to the faith of the Bible. Think of all of the fools who would have connected with you
to find liberation in truth only to be left with your empty bag of abandonment. No! —your mother and
I will trust in the higher promise of life and believe in the reputation of the One who has a proven record
to raise the dead to life. The Bible is our basis for all reforms, and we make such reforms every day,
such has been the thrust of my entire tenure as a teacher, especially as I prosecuted my mission as the
mustard seed. Far superior is this hope in the Word than it is to trust in one who has never given life
and whose only guarantee is the grave.
All then who are wise will place their trust and their faith in Jesus Christ. He is the only one who
has ever proven His avowal amidst 2000 years of cross-examination:
Jesus Prevailed Scrutiny~~~~~~~. I know that it is tempting —perhaps even
intellectually stylish— in the spirit of non-conformity, to reject outright the teachings of Jesus and to
demand other sources or alternate authorities to assail the Christian, Gospel call, a call which is, in sum,
man’s victory in Jesus over the grave. It must give to you a false sense of bravado so that your
apparently huge ego, your proud spirit, your antipathy towards “the establishment”, can violate the terms
of the Lord’s prayer and cause your faith to fail under Satan’s wheat-sifting and faith-attacking devices.
Alex Collier echoes the theme of your passion: In his Internet audio lecture, he says, humans so as to
defeat clandestine, attacking space aliens amongst them, must ignore all authorities except the god that
is within them. Jesus denies this theme: He said, that the world cannot receive the Spirit of God and
that only the disciples have the Spirit of God within them, and His, the Holy Spirit’s, mission is to
remind them of the Testimony of Jesus:
“…16I will pray the Father, and he shall give you another Comforter, that he may abide with you
for ever. 17Even the Spirit of truth; whom THE WORLD CANNOT RECEIVE...because it seeth
him not, neither knoweth him: but ye know him; for he dwelleth with you, and shall be in
you…26...he shall teach you all things, and bring all things to your REMEMBRANCE,
WHATSOEVER, I HAVE SAID unto you” —John 14: 16, 17, 26.

EG White again lends to us her inspired testimony, and it again affirm this claim of Christ that His
word, once accompanied by the Spirit, will bring to us wisdom to discern the meaning of what He
taught:
“Christ is the truth. His words are truth, and they have a deeper significance than appears on the
surface. All the sayings of Christ have a value beyond their unpretending appearance. Minds that
are quickened by the Holy Spirit will discern the value of these sayings. They will discern the
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precious gems of truth, though these may be buried treasures” —EG White, 1900, Christ Object Lessons,
p. 110.

Sure the world and the establishment are corrupt, corrupt because they are devoid of the Spirit of God;
Contrary to the claims of your experts in philosophy, His voice is not the voice within them or within
the world. You have wrongly presumed that the Bible is a tool of that very establishment; again, it
cannot be because the world, according to Christ, could not receive the indwelling Spirit, and according
to EGW’s above affirming statement, only “minds that have been quickened by the Holy Spirit (can)
discern the value of His sayings.” Hence, you have become gripped with a spirit of evil suspicion
towards God’s ability to preserve and protect. This miscalculation has led you to deny or ignore the real
evidence of Bible authenticity. Accordingly, I remind you of some established facts which prove that
faith in Jesus Christ yields certain victory; it is not a gamble:
1)

2)

3)

Jesus healed the sick; He cast out devils; He fed the multitudes; He raised the dead; He walked on water;
He calmed the storms, He affirmed the emergence of the son of David to reign, etc. Is this an authority
that you want to reject so as to heed the voice of the god that some may claim is within you? What has
that voice ever achieved for you?
Jesus, after His momentous graces to humanity, was taken to trial by His open enemies. Their charge was
as follows: “The Jews answered (Pilate)… (Jesus) ought to die, because he made himself the Son of
God” —John 19: 7. How profound! —now hear the heretofore unrevealed, yet deep value to their charge:
They openly hated Jesus; they spied on His every move; they took note of His teachings; yet, at His trial
this charge was their only indictment. How, then, do others, people exponentially abstracted from His
actual ministry, dare to accuse Him further? In this, Jesus passed the test of cross-examination by the very
testimony of His enemies as follows:
a) They never denied His success in relieving human suffering.
b) Consequently, the silence of His enemies on the issue of His power to raise the dead was never
challenged, then such must be taken as an affirmation of Jesus’ avowal in this promise. His
enemies not only believed but they witnessed this, Jesus’ power —why can’t you?!
c) What about the sources of light that you cherish; what about those whose conspiracies have cast
a pall upon your peace —what mighty works have they ever even claimed to have done? Or,
better still, what are or what will be the claims of their detractors under the micro-inspection of
cross-examination when they are scrutinized, when they are taken to trial?
Jesus told the world how to love their neighbors and commissioned His disciples to shun retaliation against
the spiteful —who would make up such a mantra so that you can call it a lie? Indeed, the point is further
highlighted: Jesus’ Christian converts lived by His themes of tolerance to opposition. They were
persecuted and killed as they complied with Jesus’ self-effacious (sic) commission to them. Is not such
a far cry than is that of Alex Collier: Do what you will and serve only the god within you?
Thus I ask: Even if He did not exist, has not even the mythology of His existence brought great healing
and compassion to the world? Whenever trouble plagues the globe, it is the highest —not of the Islamic
world, not the Buddhist world, not the Communist, not the Satanist, not the Jews, not the Pagans but—
it is the most earnest of the Christians who heed the call for human, and even animal, relief and charity.
They sacrifice their tranquility and wealth to save the afflicted, and this by Jesus’ command.
a) If so, what is the problem? We must next ask, What is the “beef” of the supposed spirit within
you, or, if not you, your mentors, that has gripped you and compelled you to have such
precautionary antipathy towards Jesus, a Man of peace, a hero to the downtrodden? I must ask
again, the authors in whom you trust, what have they done, or professed to have done, in life that
commends to you their veneration and respect?
b) If you reject Jesus, then all you have done is condemned the world to a sentence of eternal
starvation, demon possession, death, hatred, violence, sickness, storms, etc. Think of this
indictment the next time you witness an earthquake, a flood, a plague, etc.
You mentioned the evil in the world, but does not your posture of opposition against the only
Man who sought to bring to it relief from suffering rank you as a chief proponent of such evil?
It does if you seek to insult the only proven force for good on earth. If your competitive pride
against antitypical Peter, the Lord’s anointed, can be abated, then you would do well to search for
reasons to exalt Christ and His word rather than flee from it.
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4)

Not just at Calvary, but Jesus’ miracles were validated by many witnesses: Again His bitter detractors
validated His work:
“There was a division therefore again among the Jews…Others said, these are not the words of him that
hath a devil. Can a devil open the eyes of the blind” —John 10: 19, 21.
“33And in the synagogue there was a man, which had a spirit of an unclean devil, and cried out with a
loud voice, 34Saying, Let us alone…I know thee who thou art; the Holy One of God… 41And devils also
came out of many, crying out, and saying, Thou art Christ the Son of God. ” Then Jesus, proving that He
had no complicity with devils and no desire for them to add witness to His work —He wanted Peter’s exhibition
of strengthened faith to promote it— did the following: “41...And he rebuking (the devils), suffered them not
to speak: for they knew that he was Christ” —Luke 4: 33, 34, 41.
a) Is not this the very cry of the anti-Christians today: Let us alone? Could it be that it comes from
the deep, dark god of their evil pyramid, the dark light which dwells within them and who needs
to be cast out?
b) Note: the two most bitter enemies of the Lord, as indicated from the above two quotes, were in
a debate with each other. The Jews at trial may not have, but the devils, as manifest by their
expletives, recognized that God had a Son and that His name was Christ, and that He was also
“holy”. They did so in the midst of their great humiliation, being cast out of their presumed
human property. At trial, when seeking to establish recognition, one’s greatest witness comes
when his enemies prove his avowal; such is victory at the cross.
c) If the world had the Internet yesterday and read of these events, then such testimony would have
been riveting; they would have applauded the work of Jesus Christ. Why do you not receive it
into your heart? Could it be that you desperately are in need of the single eye of salvation, the
mountain-top light of David that is to bring —not darkness but— light into the world?
d) Recently, witnesses claimed that Michael Brown, an 18 year old youth in Ferguson Missouri, was
shot in 11/2014 after attempting to surrender to the police. Again, this was the record according
to witnesses. The public, as well as you, were outrage at the injustice of Michael’s killing. But
I ask, How can such offenses evoke our ire and pique our rage if we, ourselves, are guilty of the
same crime against the Son of God, His “Holy One”, the crime of ignoring eye-witness testimony?
How can our sensibilities to injustice be honored in heaven or earth if we likewise ignore the
clearest of evidence of the Lord’s innocence and, by inference, do the opposite and applaud those
who illegally killed Him? All who condemn the false Ferguson grand jurists and also condemn
the Testimony of Jesus will have to face this question of their duplicity in the Judgment.
5) Beyond those witnesses to Jesus/Christ’s righteousness, there arose righteous men such as Luke and
Mark, men of objectivity, men thought to be gentiles, in the years immediately after Calvary. They
professedly interviewed the 120 disciples and gave to us a record of their combined testimony
—substantive evidence of credibility in any objective court of law or any honorable house of historical
accounting —See Luke 1: 1-4. Will you hear the evidence of those reported “eye witnesses” or will you
continue to cheer the concocted, carping cavils of contemporary Calvary critics, her biased grand jurists
today who, because of their conceit, refuse its solid evidence?
6) Even more ratifying is the fact that Peter, while still not fully converted, won to Jesus the hearts of 5000
Jews in one day, at Pentecost. (See acts 4:4) The Bible called those converts “devout Jews” from every
known nation on earth. It says, “…there were dwelling at Jerusalem Jews, devout men, out of every
nation…” —Acts 2: 5. Beyond that, for the first three-and-one-half years after Calvary, the 11 disciples
sought to convert only Jews. Since the Jews have been called a stiff-necked people, since their leaders
successfully crucified Jesus, then their victory over pride to embrace the heart circumcision of Calvary
speaks volumes to the divine power of the Cross and to your need for similar meekness.
Let us accordingly not be saturated with “anti-Semitism” by rejecting this bastion of Jewish religious
evangelism and promotion. In the three-and-one-half years of their evangelism, their numbers may have
swelled to as many as 50,000 believers, men who did not even have the benefit of the Internet. They
believed merely by the disciple’s efforts to witness; such adds credibility to the honesty of the Gospel.
Are your sources more devout than was theirs?
7) Also, to manifest Jesus’ divine connection, He was proven to have been resurrected; and then, He was
witnessed, by at least 120, according to Luke, the presumed author of the book of Acts, to have slowly
ascended to heaven. The Islamic word professes the same for Prophet Mohammed; many other ancient
religions make the same claim for their past spiritual leaders. I, the mustard seed, could be recalcitrant
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8)

and do as other Christians by denying their claims; instead, by “thinking out of their box”, I am the first
in history to prove the validity of their claims from the Bible. I do so only armed with Bible evidence; yet,
they offer absolutely no witnesses to verify their claims, at least not the witness verification which the
early Christians provide —men who actually saw Jesus ascend and who heard “angels” affirm His eventual
return.
Some may question the authenticity of this work by citing the work of others, but the question looms even
larger for them now: Should we just simply cast our fate in their hands by acceding to the power of their
intellect and to the honor of their non-cross-examined characters and/or their level of devotion to
righteousness? What validation can we ascribe to the accuracy of their historical accounting? How do
we know that they are not wolves in sheep’s cotes? Who has witnessed their generous valor, their
charitable and selfless work; who can guarantee their evidences of divine connection and credibility? In
other words, “Who are they, and what is the source of their inspiration?”

Several simple catch phrases are given to disguise the empty approach of Satanists as they attack the
long-standing credibility of the Bible. They are not prepared to answer the mustard seed’s objections
to their trite philosophy: Hence they say to “devout” Christians whose faith interferes with their unholy
aspirations that they must think out of the box. Contrary to this appeal, the fact is, like a well-wrapped
gift under the tree waiting for December 25th, we must await the “last day” to open
Christianity’s Gifted Box~~~~~~~. How, then, can we think out of it when it has
never been opened to our minds? You use that same argument of the critics: that Christians should
think “out of the box”. By this, you explain that all that Christians have learned in the Bible is a lie, or
at best, doctrines which need to be reformed. And to win a higher calling in life, you further infer that
they must, as I put it, gamble their 2000 years of hard-wrought earnings at a different table, one which
guarantees to them failure. In other words, they should not love their neighbors; they should not seek
to live eternally; they should steal, kill, bear false witness, commit adultery, practice cannibalism,
immerse themselves in bestiality, dishonor their parents; they should eat unclean foods; they should
ignore the Bible-specified crime forbidding one to “slay innocent flesh” which is in simplicity the
offering of human sacrifices (see Exod 23: 7, Deut 27: 25, Ps 106: 38); they should have sex with family
members; they should persecute the stranger as you claim the Jews in Palestine now do; they should sell
their children into whoredom, etc. To these I ask: What dark cloud has gripped your mind to cause you
to impeach Christianity and its contributions to world-order and morality leaving it exposed to the full
lust of the Satanist, the god within the hearts of the world!?
In reality, the themes of Christianity were intended to advance, but advance under the light of the
single eye, the son of David, the one appointed to bring to her heaven’s final reforms. Her deep themes
have been hidden for this hour of presentation. Inspiration from earlier Christians has likewise
expressed this theme:
“The urgent lesson here to be learned is that those who are ever-progressing, keeping pace with the
march of Truth, are the only REAL CHRISTIANS. And though even the most advanced of these have
not yet reached the high standard (the full growth) set for them by the Lord, yet Inspiration…proffers
character-building material to all” —VT Houteff, 1943, Tract 14, p. 43 (parentheses belong).
“There is need of sharp, sanctified thinking, and keen work to counteract the ingenious plans of Satan.
There is a call for a higher standard to be met, a holier, more determined, self-sacrificing effort to be
put forth in the Lord's work. OUR YOUTH MUST BE EDUCATED TO MEET A HIGHER
STANDARD, to understand that they are now deciding their own eternal destiny. There is no
safeguard for any one, save in having in the heart the truth as it is in Jesus. This must be planted in
the heart by the Holy Spirit. Much that is NOW CALLED RELIGION will sink out of sight when it is
assailed by the hosts of Satan. Nothing will stand but the truth,—the wisdom that is from above, which
will sanctify the soul” —EG White, 1894, Fundamentals of Christian Education, p. 306.
“The hope of eternal life is not to be received upon slight grounds. It is a subject to be settled
between God and your own soul —settled for eternity. A supposed hope, and nothing more, will
prove your ruin. Since you are to stand or fall by the word of God, it is to that word you must look
for testimony in your case. THERE YOU CAN SEE WHAT IS REQUIRED OF YOU TO
BECOME A CHRISTIAN.”—EGW, 1855, Testimonies for the Church, Vol 1 p 163,4, Emphasis added

You say that we must “think out of the box of Christianity.” The facts are shown by Bible evidence and
affirmed by Spirit of Prophecy minor-supporting authorities that we have not achieved Christianity yet.
This means that, until the MSA, the church has not even opened the proverbial box of which you speak
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so as to receive its enclosed gift. This is easily proven by the fact that those men from whose lectures
you have based your criticism against Christianity do not even know the difference theologically
between Christ and Jesus: that Christ clandestinely rested and abode upon Jesus who is called, the Only
Begotten. In a nutshell, they do not know what the devils, 2000 years ago begrudgingly affirmed, that
Christ was hidden within Jesus, and that He was “holy”, that He was Christ, and that He too/also was
the Son of God.
The genius of Father is that He served to historic Christians what Paul termed, “milk doctrine”,
theology which, in their Christian immaturity, they were to imbibe. While pointing them to the simple
story of Jesus, He hid from them the there-to-pertaining, strong-meat theology that applied. In fact, the
Lord closed His ministry by saying, “These things have I spoken unto you in proverbs: but the time
cometh, when I shall no more speak unto you in proverbs, but shall shew you plainly of the
Father” —John 16: 25. So you see, just as EGW in her above cited counsel affirmed, “...His words are
truth, and they have a deeper significance than appears on the surface. All the sayings of Christ
have a value beyond their unpretending appearance.” Likewise, we must also discern that there
is no confining, Christian box requiring therefrom our spiritual exculpation and freedom. Christ hid
the intricacies of His light for today so as to befuddle the self-professed wise and prudent —See Isa 48,
Luke 10, Isa 29, etc. This tactic is not dissimilar to His work at creation: He gave us darkness before light.
Yet and still, we must not disdain the inspiration which has led us through the darkness. Just as is in
the case with a surprise party for an honored loved one, so likewise with the saints who arrive at the end
of the Christian trail: Upon their arrival, the lights are turned on as heaven shocks the world with God’s
surprise! After all, Christ told them, “…I should lose nothing, but should raise it up again at the
last day…everyone which seeth the Son, and believeth on him, may have everlasting life: and I
will raise him up at the last day” —John 6: 39, 40.
“Seeth the son!” —here we have it: The son of God who is to be descended from Adam with the
skill of dominion must be, according to Christ, seen, believed, and heard by the appellant saint today
who desires to pass in the judgment. It must be added, so as to dash the deceptive teachings of
prevailing theological con-artists, this promised son is not born as a by-product of over-sexed, spacealien invaders as you, Adolf Hitler, and as others presume from their shallow study of Genesis-six when
they seek to describe the “sons of God” therein depicted. Whoever he is, all must believe on him, the
“son” of David who re-articulates the Testimony of Jesus. He is promised to be a man who is different
than was Jesus— for he is to be a sin-overcoming man who thrives and abides amongst them! (see
1Chron 17:13). The proud no doubt will exclaim: “No way shall I believe on another man even if he is
inspired of God (God, the “Man”), and is called His son (the son of the Man), for why must that person be
presented as a man who is better than me?!”—such is the condemned reply of the exalted and proud.
Indeed, this son of David is the mountain-top evangelist, the true advocate of the Lincoln Capital City
of freedom; not only African Americans but all men can now flow to his pyramid. Father, knowing the
folly of the human heart, hid the identity of Christ and of Himself so that, in the 2000 years of gentile
history, fools would forge their own conclusions and uncharitably dominate others thereby, only to
undergo a humility check, the one that I recommend to you. Remember, Moses was the meekest man
on earth; to graduate into his ordained judgment means that you must humble yourself as a little child
—This per Testimony of Jesus mandate (Again, I refer you to Matt 18). Be ye not deceived! —there is no
internal god who will feed you light and check your erroneous ideology. If, in the judgment hour of the
Lord, the so-called wise and prudent, should they ignore this Gospel call of the Testimony of Jesus made
plain, they will have, as a penalty for their ignorance, their cozy carpet pulled right out from under them
by the plainest of Bible evidence. Not withstanding, the whispering devils within them will stoke their
pride to maintain their loyalties to them/themselves until the end. The Lord said,
“... I thank thee, O Father…that thou hast hid these things from the wise and prudent… All things
are delivered to me of my Father:... and no man knoweth who the Son is, but the Father; and who
the Father is, but the Son, and he to whom the son will reveal.” —Luke 10: 21, 22.

If Father hid it from the wise, how then can a god within them reveal it? Instead it is revealed to one
man, “he to whom the son will reveal”, aka the single eye, is to receive the truth about Christ and
Father in the day when Christ, the eternal Son of God, reveals it to him. Accordingly, your faith must
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lead you into —and not out of— his box. His box is his proverbial house! Remember, he is antitypical
Peter, the one whose faith is strengthened in spite of Satan’s efforts to sift him as the wheat. This we
know because he is the one who was, by Christ and His testimony, to be neatly wrapped and sealed like
a proverbial Christmas gift only to be opened by the Lord’s provisions today, in the last day. Let the
message resound: Lincoln’s cherished liberty is in his house. All others are imposter Christians, and
like Frosty the snowman, they will all melt away in the springtime light of day. But what about
yesterday’s saints who could not wait for their last-day Christmas gift to be un-wrapped? To be saved
they needed to pass through the grave by the intricacies of the Atonement ritual that has been explained
in my earlier writings. They merely needed to embrace the simple story of Jesus, in faith, for inclusion.
For them, it was Emperor Constantine who defined Christ and God —giving to us the false doctrine of
Triunity— and falsehood cannot win for a man everlasting life, life that lasts forever without
interruption. All Christian religions, even her detractors, the masons, Islam, the occult, the satanists,
et. al. relate to Christianity from that now-defeated concept of a tripartite, yet unitary (three-in One),
God. They are all in harmony with Mark-of-the-Beastian Christians; they are not “true Christians”.
Salvation through the grave and then the judgment —this they require even though the devils
attempted to expose the light of the hidden presence of Christ on Jesus prematurely, before its day of
ordination, as shown above. Had they, the devils succeeded in their attempts to pre-empt Christ, there
would be no trap for the wise and prudent to test them in the lesson of child-conversion humility.
Evidently, Christ is the Master even of the “invading space aliens”; after all, did not He say, “…I
beheld Satan as lightning fall from heaven.” —Luke 10: 18. In this, He is referring to Lucifer for He
also said of Him, “How art thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, son of the morning! how art thou
cut down to the ground…” —Isa 14: 12. Accordingly, He Christ, controls the reigns of the “Chariots
of the gods” or any other theoretical or actual extra-terrestrial visitors to earth: Their influences must
be pre-approved by Him/Christ, and He demands, for exculpatory knowledge from such deceivers, a
search of the Bible. Putting it another way: He defines the heightening levels of the pyramid of
salvation and does so in order that the eternal house of David may be credited for its erection. And you,
a man from my own house, heap folly upon yourself by arguing that we must step out of a box which
has never been opened and in which we have never, in 2000 years of history, stepped into. Thus did
EG White proclaim that the last work would be different than the work of the church over the last 6000
years: It would be Bible founded. And though that bread, yesterday’s manna, has lifted the church
above the earth, like the Space Shuttle when the fuel of its booster rockets is to expire, all who refuse
to, in midair, climb on board that proverbial shuttle, will, to their horror, see it jettison away its booster
rockets forcing them, yesterday’s non-bible founded saints, to come crashing back to earth to their
eternal damnation. Only those who board the proverbial shuttle go on to glory; they are the true
Christians.
Christ, to close His work, only gave permission for the 11 to represent His word to the world. Thus
does His work record the following statement: “…I thank thee, O Father…And he turned him unto
his disciples and said, privately. Blessed are the eyes which see the things that ye see: For I tell
you, that many…have desired to see those things…and to HEAR THOSE THINGS WHICH YE
HEAR, and have not heard them” —Luke 10: 21, 23. 24. It is remarkable indeed: A blessing is to be
given, not to the original 11 —after all, they all died— but only to those who hear what they, the
original 11, heard 2000 years ago; accordingly, as promised, it must be raised and repeated in clarity
again in the last day for none since then who professed to believe were given as a reward the promise,
everlasting life. Restricting the blessing of His light, that which the 11 disciples heard and saw,
obviously excludes the authors of the dictionary or the encyclopedia; the Sumerians, the Egyptian,
and/or the Mayan anthropological and archeological researchers; the there-to-pertaining artifacts; the
lodge-dwelling wizards who “mutter and peep”; it likewise excludes the Egyptian librarians, the
scholars of Judaism, the writings of Josephus, etc. Equally excluded are the writings of the Apocrypha;
the writings of the Talmud, the Kabbalah, the Catholic ministries of antiquity and of today, the
historians, the Magi and star gazers of our age (those who claim connection with space aliens), the theories and
fantasies extrapolated from the pagan pyramids, even the Chinese-fortune-cookie consumers and
producers, et al. In reaffirmation, Christ does not want the help of the devil or men with unclean hands
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and/or spirits to declare His gospel. Remarkably and counterintuitively, it even excludes the highly and
heavenly inspired works, profusely cited in my literature, of Paul, Wm Miller, EG White, VT Houteff,
MJ Bingham, and other righteous purveyors of the gospel. In final analysis, if you can’t get this point,
I can’t help you: None others can shine forth Christ’s light except two classes of men: (1) THE
ORIGINAL 11 DISCIPLES OF YESTERDAY and (2) THOSE WHO (by exclusive use of their writings) EMERGE
TODAY, THE TRUE EYE OF THE PYRAMID CAPSTONE. It is by their and only their exclusive exaltation
of the Testimony of Jesus as expressed through the work of the original 11 disciplinic witnesses, that
the world is to be taught of God. They are men/women today who are to be also known as the
consortium of the “disciples indeed” —the men who “hear” and “see” that which the original 12 heard
and saw. The Word says, “No man can come to me, except the Father which hath sent me draw
him: and I will raise him up at the last day. It is written…they shall be all taught of God...” —John
6: 44, 45.
Speaking of the original 11 whose testimony was brought to us by Peter, James, John, Matthew and
the others who delivered their testimony to us today through the interviews and records of Luke and
Mark, and speaking of the disciples indeed” today who champion the mustard seed, the reiterative
Testimony of Jesus, the Lord gave the following promise to prove that He had little regard for any other
light, any other “eye”, in the earth. In His closing prayer to Father —that which can be termed to be the
summary or the capstone of His three-and-one-half-year ministry— He, while speaking through the lips
of Jesus, said the following:
“6I have manifested thy name unto the men which thou gavest me out of the world…8For I have
given unto them the words which thou gavest me…9I pray for them: I PRAY NOT FOR THE WORLD,
but for them which thou has given me: for they are thine…20Neither pray I for these alone, but
them also which shall believe on me through ËËËTHEIRËËË word; 21that they (the end-time believers
of the original 11 disciplinic purveyors of Christ’s God-the-Father Inspired Word) all may be one…THAT THE
WORLD MAY BELIEVE that thou has sent me. 22And the glory which thou gavest me I have given
them;... that they may be one; even as we are one: 23I in them, and thou in me,...that they may be
made perfect in one; and that the world may know that thou hast sent me;...” —John 17: 6, 8, 9, 20-23.

Please take great care to note: Christ delivers His word to the 11; it is reminded to us again today in the
last day; and by this, AND ONLY BY THIS delivery system to the world are those who humble
themselves to its evidence to be enlightened and saved. They will receive this glorious gift of salvation
only after they have their Christmas gift unwrap to them by the MSA. So you see, even our juvenile
celebration of the festival of Christmas, now being used as a metaphor, speaks volumes of the Father’s
skill to conceal and then to unseal for who would, beforehand, dare think otherwise: that such a gentile,
Christmas holiday could serve to be an expression of the church’s last-day transition from milk to meat,
that it could be a milky way to depict a stronger meat theology —I tell you with unassailable conviction,
God’s throne presides over all.
Think again of the words expressed above from John 17; think of those who believe by virtue of the
original 11: They, the small core who are “strengthened” to believe that reiterative testimony, are to also
be made one with each other. Somehow, this translates neatly into another far-reaching concept, it
affirms the blessing heaped upon Christians by virtue of
The American Dollar’s Golden Value~~~~~~~. More must be said of that
intriguing transition, but first it must be said that beyond the unity or singularity of the last-day
disciples, the men commissioned to love one another (John 13: 34), they are to have Christ’s invisible
presence within them; they are therefore the quintessential single eye to be mentioned again by Christ
below. Therefore, armed with the promise given to only them, your mother and I are sealed against
deception because we accept no other evidence from history’s corrupt men, her revisionists. For if
Christ clearly stated that He did not pray to bless the work of the world, then His prayer excluded all
of your referenced, non-biblical authorities of yesterday and especially of today. If our doctrine is to
be cross-examined, then let it so be from the Bible. It is through that very source that I have
successfully cross-examined all other claimants to light —not an easy task— while I have never been
defeated in that endeavor: I have never been compelled to back down from a Bible doctrine offered to
me because of the Bible findings of others. I demand the same high standard of prudent crossPage 11 of 14
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examination for my own work. Simply put: You cannot argue Chinese constitutional Law in America’s
courts; however, people therein argue American Constitutional Law all the time. The highest lawyer,
in this case, antitypical Peter, to complete the metaphor, has been ordained as the prevailing litigator.
To those who proudly doubt, I ask: If I can deploy the standard Bible primacy, why cannot all others
do the same if my work is perceived by them to be in error; why cannot they challenge my work by a
search of the Scriptures as the Lord commanded? All my major-supporting evidence comes from the
Lord’s prescription for everlasting life, the Testimony of Jesus. I unfold light from other sources only
as a minor support, a buttress to influence those of lesser faith. Those few who embrace this heart
circumcision procedure will be given empowerment; they will be given the ‘glory which Father gave
to Christ’. He said, “…that they may be ËËONEËË…And the glory which thou gavest me I have
given them.” They are given glory which was given to Christ by the Highest —This is salvation’s
formula. Is this possible? We can look to the US Dollar which contains this very symbolism to deliver
to us this very coded message: Look at how it has been blessed in the world above all other currencies
for nearly 200 years!
Therefore, I have no need in your false flickers of impure light; I truly behold the righteous meaning
of the single eye as it has been graphically installed on the US Dollar by Christian designers —no doubt,
it was unintentionally installed for this future light or revelation. But all must again be reminded: I
validate my doctrine from the Bible there-to-pertaining and not on fabrications by the forces of evil.
The Masons have embellished the bravado of their work claiming to themselves knowledge pertaining
to the single eye; yet, careful cross-examination by use of a search of history shows the pyramid as well
as the single eye was an artistic portrayal added to the Great Seal of the United States in 1776 borrowed
from the art Renaissance of Europe in the Dark Ages, an age dominated by Christians. Search of
history!? —I have shown you already what the Bible says about the single eye. The Christian origin
of the symbolism being the presumed case, a non-Mason and a Bible believer such as myself can freely
interpret that symbol on the dollar in accordance to the Christian culture in which it was created.
Therefore, based upon heaven’s blessings of that currency —it is the strongest currency in world
history, one that merely comes off the American authorized printing press—we must assume that it was
the work of Christian-inspired symbolism or artistry. Especially must this be our assumption since it
states, “In God we trust,” and the founding fathers, even Benjamin Franklin, trusted to the God of
Scripture, no matter how immature was their discernment of His personage then. This finding exposes
The Fallacy of Solomon’s Iconic Temple~~~~~~~. Without saying too much, it
must be added that, in our path to choose the good and refuse the evil, we must not concede to the devil
any of our handy work as we seek to advance the Lord’s house, layer by layer. To further the lesson,
I must remind you again: A pyramid is merely a man-made mountain. Christ, at Sinai, enlightened the
church from His Mountain, Mt Sinai, but the church disdained His efforts and demanded that He speak
invisibly to them and through the personage of a contemporary man, a Prophet like unto Moses.
Accordingly, they demanded Christ’s blessings upon their own heaven-graced, man-made mountain,
and Christ conceded to their wisdom. See Deut 18.
Christ first spoke of the fruition of this “body”, this house when He described the single eye; and in
so doing, He rejected the contributions of those who erected Solomon’s temple. He said a greater than
Solomon was then amongst them. If He, Christ, was greater, then we have no use for Solomon’s
handiwork —a work of vanity by Solomon’s own profession:
“So I was great, and increased more than all that were before me in Jerusalem: also my wisdom
remained with me…Then I looked on all the works that my hands had wrought, and on the labour that
I had laboured to do: and, behold, all was vanity and vexation of spirit, and there was no profit under
the sun” —Eccl 2: 9, 11.

Accordingly, we reject all who point to Solomon’s temple as a bastion of ideological virtue, including
Masons. Jesus said,
“The queen of the south shall rise up in the judgment…for she came from the utmost parts of the
earth to hear the wisdom of Solomon; and, behold, a greater than Solomon is here…The light of
the body is the eye: therefore WHEN THINE EYE IS SINGLE, thy whole body also is full of light; but
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when thine eye is evil, thy body also is full of darkness. Take heed therefore that the light which
is in thee be not darkness” —Luke 11: 31, 34, 35.

When Christ invisibly returns and vests His glory in the mustard seed, they, the end-time disciples will
give light to the body of Christ, the Church, the ordained, man-made mountain. It will become their
Sinai voice of Law. All others will abide by a dark light, an extinguished candle, Solomon’s handy
work. Such light that you purvey, being non-biblical, is also darkness, and for the benefit of your
conviction, I will expose some examples beyond the valor of the US Dollar:
America, a Protestant, Christian land, even in her Christian immaturity, saved the world by
defeating the forces of hell in World War II. History shows that both Nazi Germany and Japan were
occultic and paganistic in their theology; the failed theories of a cherished god within them governed
all of their steps. The world thereby owes to Jesus their freedom —a debt that should not be lightly
esteemed— America is her capital city of freedom until Jerusalem can reign in peace. This proves that
none should heed the appeal of you and your cherished authors by stepping out of the safety even of the
traditional Christian box for to do so is to oppose freedom. Yet, when told this fact, rather than
conceding the point in honesty, you deferred to your pride. Ever so desperate to save face and win your
point, you stained your reputation and did the laughable: You sought to deny to America her victory
claiming instead that Germany won. You sought, again at the expense of your own credibility, to float
a rumor as a fact: You claimed that Hitler escaped to Argentina and lived on —never acknowledging
that such was only the product of a well-publicized, all-be-it poorly-substantiated concoction of human
surmising, one that cannot pass the scrutinizing test of cross-examination, and that theory you proceeded
to provide as your evidence of America’s Christian failure. Such a tawdry and disreputable approach
to argument reveals the degradation of human pride: It leads man to the opposite of freedom as he
becomes enmeshed with the “vain” desire to save face. Now you see the trap of the Father for the socalled wise and prudent, arrogant men of the earth. They can never win for the world the gift of the
Great Liberator. Instead of Christ, they give to us for worship fables; they are Santa-Clausian
Christians, who feed to us the work of imposters such as Frosty the Snowman, the cold-hearted hero
who rallies the love of only children, and who denies to us our Christmas gift and our Capstone vision
of the Father and the Son/Sons/son whom He has sent.
“There are those today who will present falsehoods as testing truths, even as the Jews presented the
maxims of men as the bread of heaven. Sayings of no value are given to the people of God as their
portion of meat, while souls are starving for the bread of life. Fables have been devised, and men are
trying to weave these fables into the web. Those who do this will one day see their work as it is viewed
by the heavenly intelligences. They choose to bring to the foundation wood, hay, and stubble, when
they have at their command the word of God, with all its richness and power, from which they can
gather precious treasures of truth. ” —EG White, Review and Herald, June 18, 1901 par. 4 &5.

The single eye is here in fulfillment of this prophecy: Its day has come just as EGW promised. It, the
mustard seed, has been sent to explain just how the fables are viewed by “the heavenly intelligence”.
The Conclusion~~~~~~~. Some may presume that I am an over-enthusiast for
America and her flag. As a black-man in America, one who has descended from her slaves, it would
seem that I should be resentful of, and not laudatory or complimentary to, her contributions to
Christianity. Such gratuity is merely my expression of humility and meekness; it is not “Uncle
Tomism”. The honest must concede that this land of historic oppression must also be credited as a
bastion of freedom for the earth, and that honesty rules my ministry. America has been the purveyor
of the most cruel form of racism, but to counterintuitively call her the “soldiers of the cross” helps us
to understand the wisdom of the pyramid mountain. It is erected by the hands of man and the guidance
of God, in layers; the layer which requires the necessary love to end all oppression is, simply put, the
last layer to be attached to this pyramid; it is vested in her capstone. Beforehand, their charity was
imperfect and flawed. Once received, all who come into that house, that body, as it will then be
constructed by the end-time disciples will be full of light and will joy in the finishing product of Jesus’
hand; they will learn the love of the Father. May you swallow your pride; may you argue in integrity
and honesty; may you surrender your heart to the Lord. Why do the opposite? Why crucify King Jesus?
Why give the devils a pass; why let Barabbas free? Instead, why not bask in the greater light than that
of Solomon’s, why not uplift the declarations of the 11 original disciples and seek to unite with the
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single eye that the Lord promised to enlighten the body? In so doing, you can become a Commandment
keeper; you can “Take heed...that the light which is in thee be not darkness.”
In summation, Jesus is the only reliable source of light on earth, and He is thus qualified because,
Christ, the God of the Old Testament clandestinely rested and abode upon Him as He issued to the
world the life-saving words of wisdom which came directly from the Father, God Almighty. By this
mode of communication, Jesus proved His benefit to the world with His many miracles, with His
ministry of love, and with His promises of eternal salvation. The depth of His testimony was, as a
medium to defeat deception, hidden from the men of the world; they could not receive His reminiscent
Spirit. All that they could do is glory in the superficial meaning of His words and His deeds. Yet, His
testimony cannot be assailed because, not only did He build the greatest nation on earth by His
followers, men who were advancing heaven’s design of our eternal light house, our mountainous
pyramid, but also because His work passed the scrutiny of His most bitter enemies. Those enemies,
even the devils who appealed to Him to “let us alone…” have never won any acclaim for themselves
as agents to advance the cause of humanity’s glory; accordingly, they cannot be trusted. Whom can you
trust? You can only embrace into your heart the ones ordained by the Lord Himself to enlighten you,
the ones whom the Lord prayed for: the 11 disciples and those who believe that Father sent the Son by
virtue of the testimony of those 11. The only such individuals alive today are the adherents to your
dad’s ministry, the Mustard Seed Advent. All others, by Catholic theology, do not believe that the
Father sent the Son; to the contrary, as Tri-Unitarians, they believe that the Father was the Son, that He,
Jesus/Christ, and the Holy Spirit are One being split into multiple personalities, a doctrine which the
11 never taught. Consequently, any who promise a passage to salvation, to victory over evil, to
righteous behavior but who have not passed cross-examination and who do so by claiming an
indwelling god are charlatans and deceivers —for the Testimony of Jesus said that the Spirit sent by the
Father cannot be received by the World.
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